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The feed-back from different stake-holders suggest and desire for certain new
things and facilities for anality enhancement and infrastructure enrichment some
major steps which use taken on their suggestion are as follows :Choice-Based credit system (CBCS) was suggested to be introduced in the feedbacks of the year 2013-14. This suggestion was acted upon and the CBCS at the
PG level was introduced w.e.f. from the session is 2015-116
Skill Development course was introduced at the PG level in 2015-16 as an
improvement measure for students.
As another important measure which was introduced as a result of the received
suggestion was the Research Methodology paper at the PG Level from the session
2015-16.
Likewise the paper on social outreach ws introduced at the PG level as p part of
fulfilling the suggestion received through the feed-back w.e.f. the session 2015-16.
It is to be noted that initially the research methodology paper was introduced in the
first semester and the social outreach paper in the second semester. But w.e.f. from
the session 2016-17 these papers were exchanged between the said two semesters.
Use of information technology (IT) was introduced in teaching and learning to
improve the quality of the same.
The suggestion regarding course up gradation spasmodically acted upon in Boards
of studies of the various departments.
The suggestion regarding purchase of books and subscription to journals has been
acted upon. Besides about one lakh books in the central library, the college
subscribes to the vast corpus of e-books and e-journals through its regular
subscription to the N-LIST of the INFLIBNET.
Honours courses at the UG level are very beneficial for the students. This college
is autonomous at the PG level. When it gets autonomy for UG courses also,
honours level teaching will be introduced for our students.

